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Executive Summary 

The objective of the GET Service evaluation plan is to track the project progress as well as provide a 
feedback loop from the end users to the software in order to increase its functionality. In order to do 
so the planning tool of GET is to be used in parallel to existing planning tools by logistics service 
providers and the employees who work with it are queried. Aside from planning the aspects of data 
aggregation / correlation as well as planning control are of a very high importance too. 

 

The Evaluation Plan of GET Service consists of two types of assessment: 

- Operational Analysis and 
- Scenario Evaluation. 

They are being carried out twice. At first a reference is introduced by the data that are provided before 
GET Service is being used. The first practical application is performed in the End-User Test Cycle 1. 
The results are documented in M24 in D1.4.2. The results will be fed back to the developing work 
packages and the scheme is repeated in End-User Test Cycle 2 and documented in M36 in D1.4.3. 

 

The Operational Analysis addresses the system quality and the information quality provided by GET 
Service. In order to do so a detailed questionnaire is going to be developed. Amongst others it will 
identify the type of user and its frequency, ask how well the different modules are working and what 
their importance is according to the user asked as well as whether the information provided is accurate 
and timely. Furthermore the addressees shall judge the benefit of GET to their organization. 

 

The Scenario Evaluation in contrast consists of a quantitative approach that evaluates defined 
scenarios in terms of different defined criteria. Amongst these criteria are CO2e, transportation costs 
transportation time and performance of cooperative system enabling services. At first a reference is 
defined, while during the two test cycles the data is compiled and compared to this reference. The 
main target is to develop a first idea on how well real-time information at the right time in the right 
place can assist to reducing for instance greenhouse gas emissions.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Project Goal 

The main objective of the project is to develop a Service Platform for Green European Transportation 
(GET). The GET Service platform provides transportation planners with the means to plan 
transportation routes more efficiently and to respond quickly to unexpected events during 
transportation. To this end, it connects to existing transportation management systems and improves 
on their performance by enabling sharing of selected information between transportation partners, 
logistics service providers and authorities. In particular, the GET Service platform consists of 
components that: (i) enable aggregation of information from the raw data that is shared between 
partners and transportation information providers; (ii) facilitate planning and re-planning of 
transportation based on that real-time information; and (iii) facilitate real-time monitoring and control 
of transportation, as it is being carried out by own resources and partner resources.  

 

In achieving these objectives, the project aims to: 

 improve the modal split of freight transportation, 

 reduce the number of empty miles driven, 

 reduce the number of trips and 

 reduce transportation times as well as costs. 

Improving the modal split and reducing the number of empty miles driven, in turn reduces CO2e 
emissions and transportation costs due to lower fuel consumption. It is expected that due to better 
availability, accuracy and processing of real-time data improvements to transportation processes can 
be made.  

 

Based upon the work plan this is subdivided into smaller objectives.  

 Developing facilities for providing real-time transportation information that is aggregated 
from multiple sources, including (cooperative) devices, such as route planning devices and 
transportation infrastructure sensors, and information systems from transportation 
stakeholders, such as shipping companies and road managers. 

 Developing novel transportation and route planning algorithms that use real-time 
aggregated information for green and efficient planning. 

 Developing support for the creation of services that encapsulate transportation- and 
logistics-related tasks. Developing support for controlling those services according to the 
transportation or route plan, including the automated rollback, cancellation and re-execution 
of services when changes are made to the transportation plan. 

 Developing end-user services, which use the information aggregation, planning and control 
facilities to enable user scenarios related to real-time aggregated planning, synchro-modal 
(re-) planning, reduction of empty miles and co-modal planning. 

 Developing viable business models for the platform, taking into account the perspectives of 
the various stakeholders involved, including both end-users service providers and information 
and intermediate-level service providers. 

 Demonstrably improving the efficiency of transportation and reducing CO2 emissions. 

 

1.2 Work package goal 

Work package 1 is a diverse work package that has defined use cases in D1.1, functional 
requirements in D1.2 and a CO2 calculation approach in D1.3. 
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The following subsequent goals have been defined:  

 Real-life usage scenarios of Transport Management Systems (TMS) and mobile route-
planning devices are described and used to derive criteria for the success of the GET Service 
platform. 

 Based on the usage scenarios and success criteria, future use cases for the application of the 
GET Service platform are derived. 

 A set of validation and evaluation metrics is defined, including a thorough analysis of actual 
CO2 calculators for transport activities. 

 A set of requirements for system design, development, research activities and testing in real-
user environments is determined. 

Deliverable 1.4 defines a methodological approach to measuring the results of GET Service. 

 

1.3 Deliverable Goal 

The assessment of projects is a very fundamental element in controlling the progress and the 
improvement of any project. This task focuses on the evaluation of scenarios and operational aspects 
of the GET Service project. It thus must have a consistent evaluation plan in order to be able to 
calculate whether the intended objectives are being met. 

Within the scope of the GET Service project is the support for cooperative systems such as vehicle-
to-infrastructure (V2I), which aim at an improvement on energy efficiency and cooperative systems 
and services. GET Service understands itself as a contribution to the European Wide Service Platform 
providing interoperable innovative services. Transportation communication protocols and security as 
well as control mechanisms are being implemented as part of the standardization process. The 
subsystem that is developed for freight transportation is capable to permit planning, control and data 
aggregation/correlation. 

 

Objectives of Task 1.4 

The first and foremost objective of the evaluation plan is to offer interested stakeholders and users a 
qualified insight into the performance of the project and how it rates its own progress. GET Service, 
as it is defined in its name1, intends to reduce the carbon dioxide emission with improved planning 
algorithms as well as a better consideration of intermodal planning. Unlike current commercial 
planning tools a CO2 minimization (= eco-routing) function is to be implemented, which will be tested 
against real world data. 

Within the evaluation plan a set of criteria are defined, a reference scenario is developed resp. a 
status quo and measurements of the real world are compared to it. Thereafter improvements are 
recommended and implemented. This process is repeated in a second test cycle towards the very 
end of the project. 

 

This deliverable is the first of in total three deliverables of Task 1.4. It defines the evaluation concept 
and the criteria, while the latter two deliverables will largely focus on the calculation of results 
respectively its documentation of the assessed criteria. 

The document shall define a conceptual approach to a methodology that is applicable for the GET 
Service project and determine boundaries for the evaluation. 

 

                                                
1 GET stands for Green European Transportation, wherein the „G“ refers to its environmental performance. 
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1.4 Approach 

The evaluation plan consists of a two-fold approach: 

 the Operational Analysis (cf. chapter 4), which covers among others aspects of data privacy, 
user acceptance, system performance etc. and 

 the Scenario Evaluation (cf. chapter 5), wherein defined scenarios are quantified and 
compared to previous calculations within GET Service. 

In D1.1 five usage scenarios have been defined consisting of all covered modes. They provide 
business cases and illustrate GET Service in a corporate economical context. It is planned to use the 
scenarios within the evaluation plan as well, since they provide a well established basis for measuring 
the results of the project. 

 

1.5 Deliverable Structure 

The remainder of this document is structured into three chapters, which provide at first an overview 
of possible assessment methods (cf. chapter 2). Chapter 3 introduces the two-fold GET assessment 
approach. The first column is the so called Operational Analysis (cf. chapter 4), which defines an 
assessment scheme and example questions for a questionnaire that needs to be developed in order 
to judge the GET service system and information quality on a quantitative basis. Finally chapter 5 
develops a methodology for quantitative data. Herein e.g. the project objectives from the description 
of work (cf. section 1.1) are measured and compared to itself. It is going to provide an insight whether 
the GET Service project fulfils its objective on reducing CO2e emissions by considering a far larger 
amount of data and its real-time aspects. 
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2 Assessment Methods 

2.1 Objective of an Assessment 

We as human beings tend to have difficulties to differentiate among alternatives and we are likely to 
have subjective opinions, which are based on different preference structures. Based on this finding 
and due to the high complexity among many (project) alternatives assessment methods have been 
developed to simplify (political) decisions (cf. Fürst et al. (2001 p. 292), Fürst et al. (2001 p. 239), 
Bechmann (1978 p. 21pp)). It has to be kept in mind, that any alternative inevitably creates and 
restricts future development possibilities2. 

There are a number of typically applied assessment methods: 

 preference matrices, 

 relevance trees, 

 cost-benefit analysis (CBA), 

 cost-effectiveness analysis, 

 multi-criteria-analysis (MCA). 

All assessment methods above have their individual strengths and weaknesses, which are known to 
the reader with profound knowledge regarding assessment methods (cf. EVA Manual V1036, 1991). 
Therefore they are not being discussed in detail in this report. Hereafter two popular assessment 
methods are sketched and put into perspective of the GET Service project. 

 

2.2 Cost-Benefit-Analysis 

The Cost-Benefit-Analysis is as its name already 
suggests an economical assessment method 
which intends to maximize social welfare. 

Costs are calculated using current market prices 
and their projections. Benefits are similarly 
calculated by multiplying the benefit (e.g. time 
savings) with a monetary value of time. Before 
calculating the ratio between costs and benefits 
discounting is applied. 

For public investments the ratio between costs 
and benefits typically needs to be > 1. This 
ensures that public investments have a positive 
return on investment for the society. Private 
investors maximize their own return on investment 
(cf. Fürst, et al., 2001 p. 221pp). 

 

Critique 

The assumptions on value of time and discounting 
and the inability to consider intangibles directly 
are frequently mentioned in a methodological 
critique (cf. Fürst, et al., 2001 p. 221pp). 

 

                                                
2  Usually this lock-in takes place due to technological and economic reasons. One prominent example are 

electric vehicles, which had been more reliable in the early 20th century than the combustion engine. The 
technological improvement of the combustion engine resulted in a decline of interest for battery powered 
vehicles. Ironically today some 90 years later electric vehicles are considered to be an important element of 
any mobility solution. 

 
Figure 1: Steps in a Cost-Benefit-Analysis 
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Suitability for GET Service 

A Cost-Benefit-Analysis is not considered to be very suitable as an assessment method for GET 
Service, because a wide number of costs cannot be easily considered (such as inventory of trucks, 
investment costs into containers, etc.), while the benefits are frequently beyond the scope of a CBA, 
e.g. what monetary benefit should be applied, if the reliability of the transportation chain is increased?  

 

2.3 Multi-Criteria-Analysis 

Zangemeister (1971) developed the 1st generation approach (cf. Figure 2). The method was 
developed to overcome difficulties with traditional cost-benefit-analyses. It intends to measure the 
utility of an alternative and rank the alternatives. Therefore it does not describe the efficiency of an 
alternative, but the effectiveness. The total contribution – calculated as the sum of all sub-
contributions – of the alternative to previously set targets is at its heart. 

Therefore the measured values need to be transformed using a value function into value points. 
Examples of different value functions are illustrated in Figure 4. The different results are thereafter 
summed and the alternatives are ranked. 

 

Critique 

The 1st generation applies cardinal values, which create – as Fürst et al. (2001 p. 236) note – 
confusion on how a value of 20.03 differs from 20.34 (on a scale to 100). Is it by 0.31 better than the 
other alternative? Many say it is a pseudo-accuracy, because it can be calculated, but nobody can 
distinguish it argumentatively. 

It is also prone to substitutability among indicators. For example, aspects of urban development can 
methodologically correctly be traded in for environmental aspects. Fürst et al. (2001 p. 238) illustrate 
this with “building a house with thinner walls, because the carpet is more expensive”. 

Finally the more indicators that are selected, the more likely it is that the results of all alternatives will 
be around 40 to 60 out of 100 points (ibid), since each alternative will have its strengths and 
weaknesses. 

It thus becomes difficult to argue for or against an alternative objectively, which was the original 
intention of the assessment. 

 
 

Figure 2: 1st generation of Multi-Criteria-Analyses by 
Zangemeister (1971) 

Figure 3: 2nd generation Multi-Criteria-Analyses by 
Bechmann (1978) 

As a result of the difficulties, which arise from the 1st generation Bechmann (1978) developed a 2nd 
generation MCA (cf. Figure 3), which largely consists of a stronger focus on aggregation and 
comparability. Bechmann (1978 p. 101p) describes the properties of his MCA as follows: 
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1. Multidimensional consideration of objects using different indicators. 
2. Each alternative is being measured against the different indicators. 
3. Transformation of values into degrees of fulfillment. 
4. The degree of fulfillment is on an ordinal scale. 
5. All imaginable ordinal connections are permitted among the degree of fulfillment of 

an alternative. 
6. The aggregation is carried out in different steps. 
7. Due to the stepwise-aggregation the partial aspects continue to be scaled ordinal. 
8. Between the partial aspects of a level of aggregation all imaginable ordinal 

connections are permitted. 
9. The weighting is in the structure of the aggregated value function flexibly included 

(this renounces constant weights). 
10. The total utility value of an alternative is also of ordinal scale. 
11. The entire assessment process can be disaggregated in formally correct and simple 

steps, which permits a content-related argumentation for each assessment step 
(provided that a content-related argumentation is possible). 

12. It is possible to design a second generation utility or multi-criteria analysis formally 
and content-related correctly. 

13. It permits due to its step-wise aggregation a series of judgmental statements among 
single or multi-dimensional properties of assessment alternatives. 

14. The scheme of the aggregation can be content-related. 
15. 2nd generation multi-criteria-analyses can be computerized. 

 

  

Figure 4:Cardinal scale used in 1st generation of Multi-
Criteria-Analyses by Zangemeister (1971) 

Figure 5: Ordinal scale used in 2nd generation Multi-
Criteria-Analyses by Bechmann (1978) 

 

Ordinal weighting in a 2nd generation MCA 

Due to the ordinal scale of different indicators various mathematical operations are not permitted. The 
hierarchy is solely logic based. This property thus requires a complex Boolean hierarchy in separate 
steps, if necessary, also with super weights (for an aggregate of indicators) (cf. Bechmann, 1978 p. 
239p)).  

 

Suitability for GET Service 

The most profound advantage of an MCA is that it can be used without knowing the costs resp. having 
only a coarse approximation of costs of different alternatives and it can consider non-tangible aspects. 
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Due to the wide variety of possible indicators this is the most appropriate assessment method for GET 
Service. 

Depending on the amount of criteria that are being selected and documented a comprehensive MCA 
may not be required, since the direct comparison among a reasonably limited number of criteria 
permits the reader a qualitative view of the project’s progress. Despite the MCAs flexibility in dealing 
with differently scaled criteria; it may be very difficult to compare for instance a reduction of CO2 
emissions with an improved visibility and availability of assets.  

 

2.4 Conclusions for GET Service 

The Cost-Benefit-Analysis is beyond the scope of GET Service as it requires a far larger amount of 
data. The Multi-Criteria-Analysis is generally spoken quite well suited, yet given the different aspects 
covered (cf. chapters 3 and 5) it appears to make results more complicated than they need to be. For 
the Operational Analysis the conclusion ought to be a qualitative feedback for software developers 
where improvements are to be made – a structured evaluation approach as provided with the MCA 
can be applied, yet the assessment result will need an explanation. Therefore depending on the 
amount of feedback received solely qualitative conclusions are valuable in itself. 

In terms of the Scenario Evaluation quantitative data is compiled and presented. The assessment will 
ultimately provide a condensed overview of the results (cf. e.g. Table 5). 
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3 GET Assessment Approach 

The previous section (cf. section 2.4) it has already been explained why the existing assessment 
methods are not optimally suited for GET. 

The GET Assessment Approach is shown in Figure 6. It is based upon data that is being fed by 
partners into the GET Service Platform (= top blue box). Based on this data different scenarios are 
defined (cf. Table 6 and Table 7). These are thereafter being queried using two different approaches: 

 the Operational Analysis (cf. chapter 4) and 

 the Scenario Evaluation (cf. chapter 5). 

The Operational Analysis is based on a questionnaire that is being sent to actors (cf. Figure 9), who 
actively use the GET Service Platform. They do have a professional opinion on the complexity of 
processes and an idea on what they would like to see respectively they can adequately judge what 
functionalities are of a benefit to their organization. 

The Scenario Evaluation in contrast uses offline and online data and compares the performance of 
GET in terms of quantitative data for different criteria (cf. Table 3). 

The results are thereafter documented after the End-User Test Cycle 1 in D1.4.2 and after End-User 
Test Cycle 1 in D1.4.3. 

 

 
Figure 6: GET Assessment Approach 
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4 Operational Analysis 

4.1 Objectives 

The operational analysis addresses the operability of the GET service functions. It is designed to be 
a qualitative assessment, which means it largely tries to identify whether specific functions are 
functioning resp. are communicating correctly. The planners who plan and execute logistics are thus 
being queried on their subjective impression of the provided planning tools. Important hints for a well 
functioning planning tool can thus be derived by tapping the knowledge of experienced freight 
planners. The structured approach is borrowed from DeLone & McLean (1992 and 2003) and adapted 
to the needs of GET Service. 

This qualitative process excludes an assessment calculation methodology as introduced in chapter 
2, because the answers are open to allow individual answers. The responses thus need to be 
structurally documented in order to derive usable conclusions for subsequent improvement 
processes. 

The operational analysis therefore is a structured documentation of the GET service functions and 
their development over the project’s lifetime. 

 

4.2 Experimental Design 

For measuring the success of information systems (IS) the model of DeLone & McLean (1992 and 
2003) has become widely known and is being applied frequently. Other scientific approaches include 
the Delphi-Method (cf. e.g. Häder, 2002), which is also based upon expert opinions using a qualitative 
approach. 

The basic working scheme of DeLone & McLean is shown in the figure below (cf. Figure 7). It is 
intended to focus on the first two columns and include the individual impact. Due to the properties of 
GET by being a research project the organizational impact is excluded in the questionnaire; an 
approximate organizational impact is provided by the scenario evaluation in chapter 5 and in the 
concluding questions in section 4.3.4.  

The approach is borrowed from DeLone and McLean (2003) and has been significantly adapted and 
shortened. The assessment and thus the questionnaires for the planners will focus in particular on 
two aspects (cf. EVA Field Trials V1049, 1992): 

 System Quality 

The system quality is defined by the following indicators: 

o Usability 
o System Usefulness 
o System Stability 
o System Flexibility 
o System Availability  
o Privacy 

 

 Information Quality 
The information quality is defined by the following indicators: 

o Accuracy 
o Reliability 
o Timeliness 
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Figure 7: DeLone & McLean Information Systems Success Model 

Source: adapted from DeLone & McLean(2003) 

 

 
Figure 8: Approach of the Operational Analysis 

Figure 8 shows the general design of the operational analysis. A questionnaire is defined with the 
process from DeLone & McLean in mind (cf. section 4.3) as well as the project objectives (cf. section 
1). This inventory is extracted from the Description of Work as well as enriched with additional 
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measureable criteria that have been defined in the first year of the project in its individual work 
packages. The questionnaire will separately focus on the two quality aspects: system quality and 
information quality.  

During the two end user test cycles the questionnaire is distributed to users (cf. Table 1) and the 
results are analyzed and compared to itself and the project objectives. The subsequent table provides 
a non-complete list of actors that are intended to be interviewed to ensure a comprehensive analysis 
of the information quality as well as the different modules of GET Service. The terminology of actors 
is more closely elaborated in D1.2 and has been extended in D2.2 (cf. Figure 9), where different 
business roles are mapped to actors. 

 

Table 1: Addressees for the Operational Analysis Questionnaire 

Institution Actor / Function Primary View Name (if known) 

Jan de Rijk Controller Controlling Modules  

Jan de Rijk Planner Planning Modules  

Portbase Controller Controlling Modules, 
Data Aggregation  

 

N.N.  to be defined   

 

 
Figure 9: <<actors>> as defined in D2.2 

The Deliverables from this task (D1.4.2 and D1.4.3) will document the results in tables with qualitative 
figures for each criteria and comparison horizon. 
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4.3 Draft Questionnaire 

Subsequently, the authors have listed a selection of draft questions that may be asked to the planners 
allowing open-answers to permit a wide selection of answers. The author has been inspired by 
Bernroider (2008). 

The questionnaire is scheduled to be completed by M20 (cf. Figure 8) in order to have two months as 
a carry-out-phase as well as one month for the concluding remarks and recommendations, which are 
to be completed by M24. Project Partners are encouraged to contribute to the questionnaire with their 
very specific expertise. 

The subsequent sections define a first draft of aspects that should be covered in the questionnaire. 
Depending on the audience and the state of the GET project some questions may need to be omitted 
or posted.  

It is intended to minimize the possible bias in responses by explaining the figures from 1 to 5 more 
closely. 

 

4.3.1 Introductory Questions 

Do you use Planning Tools (in general)?  yes no   

How frequently?  daily  weekly  infrequently 

What is your function? 
 

Do you use the GET Service Planning Tool?  yes no   

Do you use the GET Service Planning Tool exclusively 
or complementary? 

complementary exclusively 

What other planning tools do you use? 
 

Do others in your organization use it the GET Service? yes, how many:  no 

 

Which modules do you typically use? 

 Module A (e.g. Transportation Planning and Routing - Offline) 

 Module B (e.g. Transportation Planning and Routing – Online / Real-Time) 

 Module C (e.g. service composition) 

 Module D (e.g. service orchestration and reconfiguration) 

Do you find the modules in general useful? If yes , why: if no : why not. 

 

 

How do you rate each module? Weight attributed? Expectations? 

very low very high fell short were exceeded 

Module A 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Module B 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Module C 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Module D 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
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4.3.2 System Quality 

System Quality Criteria Weight attributed? Expectations? 

very low very high fell short were exceeded 

System Stability 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

System Availability 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Data Privacy 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

 

Subsequently, we want to look more closely on the system performance of functions. Please tick the 
options listed below regarding importance based upon your own experience and judge how well the 
GET Service project is in terms of your expectations on this service. 

 

System Quality Criteria Weight attributed? Expectations? 

very low very high fell short were exceeded 

Interaction with Drivers - active 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Interaction with Drivers - passive 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

How well are the modules integrated? 
(“talk” to each other) 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Do you have examples or comments 
to the integration of modules? 
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4.3.3 Information Quality 

4.3.3.1 Pre-Trip (offline data) 

Information Quality Criteria Weight attributed? Expectations? 

very low very high fell short were exceeded 

Are 3PL assets available? 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

           

Is the provided information accurate? 
(e.g., transportation network, schedules…) 

          

for Road 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

for Rail 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

for Barge 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

for Terminals 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

for 3PL Assets 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

GPS data from vehicles 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
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4.3.3.2 On Trip (online data) 

Information Quality Criteria Weight attributed? Expectations? 

very low very high fell short were exceeded 

Are 3PL assets available? 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

           

Is the provided information accurate 
(in real time)?  

          

for Road 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

for Rail 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

for Barge 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

for Terminals 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

for 3PL Assets 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

GPS data from vehicles 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

Is the information timely?           

for Road 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

for Rail 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

for Barge 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

for Terminals 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

for 3PL Assets 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

GPS data from vehicles 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

comments: 
 

Do you have any other observations with the quality of the information provided within GET? 

 

 

Subsequently, we want to look more closely on specific modules and functions of GET Service. 
Please tick the options listed below regarding importance based upon your own experience and judge 
how well the GET Service project is in terms of your expectations on this service. 
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 Importance Expectations? 

very low very high fell short were exceeded 

How do you judge the implementation 
of Track & Trace? 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Are the calculated travel times 
reliable? 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Are the calculated transportation 
costs accurate? 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Do you use conventional routing 
algorithms? 

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

Do you use eco-routing algorithms? 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 

 

4.3.4 Completing Questions 

Would you recommend GET at this point to other 
users?  

yes no 

Do you consider the approach chosen valuable to your 
organization? 

yes no 

What general improvements would you suggest? 

 

 

4.4 Time Line 

The following dates are being envisaged: 

Table 2: Time line for the Operational Analysis 

Project 
Month 

Calendar 
Month 

Step / Task 

M12 09/2013 Deliverable 1.4.1 

M19 04/2014 Selection of Addressees for Questionnaire 

M20 05/2014 Completion of Questionnaire and Distribution to Addressees (Test Cycle 1) 

M23 08/2014 Deadline for Questionnaire Feedback (Test Cycle 1) 

M24 09/2014 Analysis of Questionnaire and Documentation of Recommendations in 
Deliverable 1.4.2 

M33 06/2014 optional: update of Questionnaire (for Test Cycle 2) 

M34 07/2015 Distribution and Feedback of Questionnaire (Test Cycle 2) 

M35 08/2015 Deadline for Questionnaire Feedback (Test Cycle 2) 

M36 09/2015 Analysis of Questionnaire and Documentation of Recommendations in 
Deliverable 1.4.3 

Remark: The provided time line assumes that the functionality from other WPs is given. 
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5 Scenario Evaluation 

5.1 Objective 

The scenario evaluation intends to measure a more comprehensive and qualitative approach on the 
GET Service project. It puts different criteria into perspective, showing where improvements can be 
achieved and in what areas these are difficult to be realized. For instance a (slightly) longer route may 
be preferential in terms of CO2 and travel time due to less stops. Thus, despite an increase in tkm a 
collective benefit in terms of total CO2 emissions was realized. 

The evaluation shows the improvements that have been made by the GET Service project over the 
project lifetime. Therefore a reference is calculated and compared to the planned end user test cycles. 

 

  

Figure 10: Evaluation Scheme 

 

In Table 3 a list of criteria is shown, which are of relevance to the GET Service project. They have 
been selected based upon the Description of Work, the importance to the project and the possibility 
to identify further optimization potentials.  

Each criterion is being quantified for each scenario or case of transportation demand. Figure 11 shows 
a fictional example of how the collected data can be summarized for an individual case from the 
perspective of CO2e emissions. In Figure 15 a different fictional example for the transported distance 
is shown as well. 
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Table 3: Criteria List for Scenario Evaluation 

Criteria Unit Comment 
man-

datory 

CO2 emissions / energy demand [kg/TEU] The formulas for CO2 emissions provide the energy 
consumption for transportation and transshipment. By 
taking the energy demand into account the source of 
CO2 emissions can more easily be tracked. 

 

(transportation) costs [€/TEU] Σ of energy prices, infrastructure usage fees, etc.  

transportation time 

(net and gross) 

[h] Transportation time can be subdivided into gross 
transportation time (between A + B incl. time in 
transshipment) and net transportation time.  

The difference may be used to identify optimization 
potential on schedules and processes. 

 

modal choice / modal shift  [%] indirectly already considered in CO2 emissions  

empty kilometers driven [km] by mode  

load factor [%]   

reliability of transportation [-]   

 

 
Figure 11: Fictional Example on Freight transported from A to B  

 

5.2 Experimental Design 

Explanation of the working principle 

The working principle for a single criterion and a single end-user test cycle is shown in Figure 12. In 
this very case CO2e are shown, which results in grayed boxes in the left column, because not all 
current planning tools offer a CO2e calculation in offline planning. None to our knowledge offers this 
for online-planning (cf. Deliverable 5.1).  

In the very first step a reference is calculated, which will use the approach described in D1.3 for 
CO2e. This reference can thereafter be used to compare the performance to its original state. 
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In the end user test cycle 1 transportation demand scenarios are carried out. They are planned 
synchronously in the existing planning tools as well as in the GET Service module. For each case 
CO2e emissions are calculated and fixed once the offline-plan is completed. As the transportation 
plan is carried out adaptations to the ongoing plan can occur. Depending on the quality and accuracy 
of the real-time data smaller or larger rerouting or changes to the transportation plan are realized.  

The first column describes the results from the current planning tools (= status quo), while the second 
column indicates the performance of GET Service. This information will describe the impact of the 
processing of real-time data of GET Service. 

 
Legend: black framed boxes and words can be calculated, gray ones may not be available in the current 
planning tools. 

Figure 12: Simplified Working Principle (= scheme extraction from Figure 13) 

The process described above and shown in Figure 12 is repeated in the end user test cycle 2 and 
carried out for other chosen criteria (cf. Table 3). This complex process is shown in Figure 13 below 
resp. in Figure 14.  
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Legend: black framed boxes and words can be calculated, gray ones may not be available in the current 
planning tools. 

Figure 13: Generalized comparison scheme among the cycles, the different planning tools and criteria 

From an evaluation perspective it would be optimal to carry out transportation plans from both systems 
simultaneously in a larger number of cases to reach statistical relevance.3 Based on these results it 
can thereafter be compared whether the projected values have been accurate for an individual 
transportation plan, but also for a bundle of plans (= statistical relevance). 

Based upon the data processed and the differences discovered between the different planning 
systems and different transportation plans, recommendations for further improvements of GET 
Service can be derived. The documentation is going to be equivalent to Deliverable 1.4.2. Therein 
comprehensive overview tables like Table 4 as well as boxplots and other common diagrams and 

                                                
3  it must be kept in mind that this may interfere with practical as well as corporate interests of transportation 

companies. 
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measurements for statistical analysis shall be used. An example that takes the different criteria and 
scenarios into account is shown in Table 5. 

The End User Test Cycle 2 is being carried out analogously. The results are going to be documented 
in Deliverable 1.4.3. 

 

The results of the scenario evaluation need to be normalized to permit a comparison among 
modes. Since GET focuses on containerized transportation, a TEU4 is considered to be the best 
dimension. Reasons are: 

- all statistics on containers are typically in TEU. 
- two TEU typically fit on a semi-trailer as well as a higher number on vessels resp. trains 

reducing thus the risk that one mode is at a benefit due to a “tailored unit size”. 
- TEUs are widely known and understood. 

 

Table 4: Example Table for the Results of Measuring CO2 emissions in different scenarios (after cycle 1) 

Scenario n CO2e 
emissions 

/ TEU 
(reference) 

CO2e 
emissions 

/ TEU  

(cycle 1) 

SD savings 
likely 

comments 

Scenario A 18 9.8 t 6.9 t ± 1.0 t yes medium priority product that had been 
split into multimodal transportation legs 
using GET. Thus, significant reductions 
have been realized.  

Scenario B 12 5.6 t 5.2 t ± 2.0 t medium 
(real-
time 
data) 

high priority product, which is very HDV 
affine. Load factors have been 
increased, costs per unit thus reduced. 
The high SD is due to congestion and 
rerouting. Permanent savings may only 
materialize with better real-time 
consideration. 

 

Table 5: Example Table for all Criteria and Scenarios 

Scenario 
CO2e 

reduction 

transport-
ation costs 
reduction 

transport-
ation time 
reduction 

load factor 
increase 

reduction 
of empty 

km 

increase of 
modal 
share 

towards 
rail/IWW 

Scenario A + o + o o + 

Scenario B o + o + + o 

Legend: 

+: improvement o: unchanged -: deterioration 

 

Evaluation Contingency Plan 

It is intended to use the well defined scenarios from D1.1 as shown in Table 6 for the scenario 
evaluation. The required properties for developing new scenarios are listed later in this section. 

The evaluation needs participation and contributions from other parties within the GET service project 
in order to derive the value added. Optimally additional users are convinced to use it as well, which 
increases the cases provided and thus that can be of interest from a evaluation perspective. Due to 
the uncertainty involved with possible cooperation partners and the availability of data, a flexible plan 

                                                
4 Twenty-foot equivalent unit. 
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on the degree of detailing with scenarios has been set up. It is shown in Table 7. It is intended to use 
the well defined scenarios that had been defined in D1.1 (cf. Table 6). In these scenarios the 
objectives of GET Service are at focus. 

 

Table 6: Scenarios defined in D1.1 

Scenario Modes Considered 

Road Case 1 road (on different routes) over long distances 

Road Case 2 road in a loaded network for short distances 

Intermodal Case 1 road, railway, sea shipping, road 

Intermodal Case 2 road, railway 

Inland Waterway Case railway, inland waterway, road 

Source: Treitl et al. (2013) 

 

Table 7: List of Scenario Evaluation Levels 

level Title and Description Degree of 
Complexity & 

Number of 
Scenarios 

Chance of 
Realization a 

1 Show the potential of GET Service 

The references and plan recommendations from GET Service and existing 
planning tools are compared to each other. 

Real world data is collected for current planning tools. 

low 

 

> 1 

mandatory 

2 Show the potential for different companies that use GET Service’s 
transportation plan 

This is identical to level 1, but a transportation planner is convinced that the 
GET Service transportation plan is better suited. Thus, real world data is 
being collected for the GET Service transportation plan.  

low to 
medium 

 

> 1 

very high 

3 Showcase for planning and control for transportation demand for 
one company 

Specific transportation routes e.g. from Jan de Rijk are being used to show 
the potential of GET service as a showcase. This involves a high degree of 
real-time data. The showcase is closely monitored and evaluated. 

This may occur if a limited availability of data or an insufficient amount of 
participants for GET Service occurs. 

medium 

 

min. 1, ideally 
> 1 

high 

4 Showcase for planning and control for a specific route 

This includes further development from level 3 for a specific route. Possibly 
this can be the development of GET Service for End User Cycle 2 that 
incorporates the recommendations from the first cycle. 

high 

 

1 

medium 

5 Planning and Control with a large coverage 

The highest degree of implementation that needs to be evaluated includes 
the availability of data in several countries with several logistics companies 
that participate and rely on GET Service. It is thus the aggregation of level 4. 

very high 

 

n/a 

low 

a This estimate is based upon the partners and amount of data involved and should only be considered as a coarse first 
judgment on the realization potential. 

 

It can be expected that at the very minimum level 3 should be reached, since there are logistics 
partners involved in the consortium. In levels 3 to 5 the dynamic aspect of real-time data can be 
addressed adequately. 

The dissemination work package WP9 is going to try to convince further logistics businesses to 
participate and use GET Service to permit a larger selection of addressees and thus allow an 
improved evaluation due to more data. 
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Developing Additional Scenarios 

In this case different scenarios need to be developed e.g. due to lack of data accessibility, the new 
scenarios must fulfill the subsequent properties: 

- at least one TEU must be transported 
- freight transportation demand should be required frequently (to ensure to have a fair number 

of cases) 
- it should involve routes that are potentially intermodal 
- a real-time rerouting should be possible 
- data on fuel consumption should be kept and 
- a person of contact needs to be defined for questions that occur. 

 

 
Figure 14: Structural Concept of the Scenario Evaluation 
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5.3 Criteria Details 

5.3.1 CO2e Emissions and Energy Demand 

The environmental impact is to be considered in GET as CO2e5. Within the scenario assessment the 
results are to be calculated per scenario and per mode by the authors of this Deliverable. The fictional 
example in figure below shows CO2e emissions and distance travelled for each transportation leg and 
mode. A similar graph is to be produced for each scenario in each evaluation cycle. 

Arithmetically the calculation of CO2e should include all trips, which means empty driving is included 
(unlike with the modal shift, cf. section 5.3.4).  

 

 
Figure 15: Fictional Example on CO2e emissions and km in a scenario 

 

5.3.2 Transportation costs 

Transportation costs consist of the pricing of the infrastructure as well as the prices for the energy 
consumed. Additional costs that occur such as the salaries of the drivers and planners or the sunk 
costs in assets can be considered. 

The vision of GET Service is that transportation costs can be reduced with the availability and 
consideration of more information. A reduction in (diesel) fuel consumption is beneficial to the 
corporate fuel bill as well as the total CO2e emissions. A similar line of argumentation can be brought 
upon the financial impact of choosing a different mode of transportation. Transportation costs may 
also be reduced in total if assets of third parties can more easily be used. In order to measure this 
impact more than solely infrastructure and energy costs need to be considered.  

 

                                                
5 The authors refer to the results of the separate task T1.3. 
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5.3.3 Transportation time 

Typically the transportation time is measured between the time of departure and the time of arrival at 
destination. This gross transportation time matters to all involved parties. Of optimization interest is 
the net transportation time as well, because the difference between the two numbers defines the time 
spent in transshipment. This time is of interest, because it is a relevant variable in optimizing freight 
transportation on the customer’s behalf, because an earlier departure at the final terminal might be 
possible with improved access to assets. Furthermore, it can also be used to identify whether other 
modes of transportation are systematically slower or whether the time losses appear, because more 
parties are involved and hence hint towards an organizational problem.  

 
Figure 16: gross and net transportation time 

 

5.3.4 Modal Shift 

The modal share for Heavy Duty Vehicles as well as all other modes is calculated as follows: 

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑙 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝐻𝐷𝑉 =  
𝑡𝑘𝑚𝐻𝐷𝑉

∑ 𝑡𝑘𝑚
 

The freight performance must be on territorial basis, because otherwise results are distorted.  

Modal shifts towards inland waterway vessels and trains are typically considered to be beneficial, 
because of their higher energy efficiency per unit transported. In a wide range of scientific publications 
reduced external costs (air pollution, noise, etc.) are also attributed to IWW and freight trains. 

Since the modal shift is a ratio based on territorial freight performance data an increase in rail-tkm 
does not indicate that the general development is towards rail; all development data is required. 
Therefore the modal share should be accompanied with an argumentation such as how freight 
performance has developed or why other modes have been chosen. 

It is not reasonable to calculate the modal share for a single trip, since the modal share is 
macroeconomic information (cf. section 5.4) based upon a territorial dimension as well as taking into 
account the freight performance of other businesses too. 

 

5.4 Conceptual Limitation 

The real-world cases are executed and evaluated. Since all these executed cases are individual and 
not necessary reoccurring numerously in end user test cycles 1 and 2 despite this being attempted, 
an aggregation of results may be difficult. This is true in particular with collective criteria such as the 
development of the modal split, which is typically the modal ratio of territorial tkm. 

An extrapolation based upon the data collected is only partially reasonable as typically this data needs 
to be calibrated against official statistics, which can be beyond scope when individual freight 
transportation chains are being analyzed at a high level of detail. 
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An additional concern is that any business case that is necessary for comparison reasons may have 
slightly, but important different detailed parameters, which technically would disqualify it for a scientific 
comparison. This might be illustrated by a different weight of the contents transported or the urgency 
of transportation, which may rule out intermodal planning in some very cases. Thus, the modal split 
would develop towards truck transportation, yet not because the GET Service provided mistaken 
information, but rather because deadlines had been shortened that cannot be met with intermodal 
transportation chains any longer. 

 

Nonetheless it is important and very interesting on how GET Service is able to change the 
transportation chains in logistics for a few operators. The objective is to lower transportation costs 
and at the same time CO2 emissions, which very well may be achieved if more information is available 
to the right decision makers and at the right time. The comparison to its’ earlier self is thus very 
valuable to derive also the further work needed and what impact might be expected from a qualitative 
perspective. 

 

5.5 Timeline 

The following dates are being envisaged: 

Table 8: Time line for the Scenario Assessment 

Project 
Month 

Calendar 
Month 

Step / Task 

M12 09/2013 Deliverable 1.4.1 

M19 04/2014 Selection of Scenarios in cooperation with JdR, Portbase and other users 
of GET Service 

M20 05/2014 Reference calculations for each scenario and criterion 

M20 05/2014 Data Collection for Scenarios in Test Cycle 1 

M23 08/2014 Compilation of Results from Test Cycle 1 

M24 09/2014 Scenario Analysis and Documentation of Key Figures in Deliverable 1.4.2 

M34 07/2015 Data Collection for Scenarios in Test Cycle 2 

M35 08/2015 Compilation of Results from Test Cycle 2 

M36 09/2015 Scenario Analysis and Documentation of Key Figures in Deliverable 1.4.3 

Remark: The provided time line assumes that the functionality from other WPs is given. 
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6 Outlook 

This Deliverable describes the GET Service Evaluation Plan, its conceptual base and its schedule for 

GET Service’s Task 1.4. The subsequent required steps after this Deliverable is published are: 

- the development of a detailed questionnaire as part of the Operational Analysis, 

- identification of potential addressees of the questionnaire and  

- the first iteration of the Operational Analysis as part of the End User Test Cycle 1. 

For the Scenario Evaluation: 

- well defined and realistic scenarios need to be developed resp. enriched with details in terms 

of planning, route, data availability etc. and  

- detailed calculation methodologies have to be specified with the calculation of a reference for 

the scenarios 

By M24 the data is to be collected from questionnaire addressees, partners and scenarios and 

evaluated. The results are then presented in D1.4.2 and for the cycle 2 in D1.4.3. 

The process of evaluation needs a high degree of involvement from other companies. Tight 

cooperation is thus of a high importance when deriving meaningful results. Furthermore a data archive 

for the different intermediate planning steps needs to be implemented in order to track back possible 

changes in the transportation plan.  
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